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Our history
The Palazzo narrates…
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So much history has crossed the life of
Palazzo delle Biscie. Since 1400 it has been
standing magnificent as the guardian of wild
lands, reference point of the swampy lands,
on the borders between Bologna, Ferrara
and Ravenna. How many events have
marked its walls, how different humanity has
touched them.
Commanders, poets and merchants, but also
adventurers, coutesans and mercenaries.
Alternating events, glories and splendors, up
to decadence and abandon.

Before renovation

The awakewning of the Palace from the oblivion
of time was a challenge, the vision of an artist.
His gaze, as in dreams, knew how to travel through
time to bring it back to life.
But what an effort to do it.

The Palazzo today

First a patient work of research, then a careful work of reconstruction.
So much perseverance and passion to give back his history to the Palazzo .
Today the dream has become reality, the Palazzo delle Biscie shines again.
It’s a magical place where history, art and nature intertwine.
A place where you can have a unique occasion to celebrate, to make a dream come true.
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Interiors
the Palazzo today
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The interior spaces contain traces of history,
such as the Loggia or the Sala dell'Ormeggio
and accompany guests through memories,
art objects and glimpses of landscapes.
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The atelier
the Palazzo and arts
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The first floor houses the painting studio of
Sergio Frascari, the artist who saved the
Palazzo delle Biscie and wanted to make it a
place of inspiration and creativity.
oday, the halls and rooms welcome his
works, with their particular plays of light and
backlight. An artist’s atelier is something that
very few historical sites can claim...
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The loft
the Palazzo welcomes you
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The top floor is an open and evocative space
dedicated to hospitality. The Loft and its
Tower are very special spaces, where you can
stay for nights of magical atmospheres.
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The park
the Palazzo and nature
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The park offers gorgeous views of the
Palazzo, thanks to the lights, the flowers, the
green reflections and the many magical
corners to discover.
You can immerse in nature, sit at the edge of
the lily pond and be lulled by the branches of
willows, enjoy relaxing by the pool or in the
cosy greenhouse.
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The lodges
the Palazzo welcomes you
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Our lodges in the bamboo forest are ready
to welcome our guests. Inside, spaces are
comfortable and well organized. Rooms,
bathrooms, everything is designed to live in
contact with nature.
Little nests on the trees.
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The orangerie
the Palazzo welcomes you
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The big Orangerie, designed for events and
ceremonies, allows you to celebrate while
enjoying the beauty of the park at any time
and with the possibility to set it up in the
most suitable style for your event.
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The swimming pool
the Palazzo and relax
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A swim in the pool is ideal after sunbathing,
to relax playing with the reflections of the
lights of the day and night...or to have fun
with your friends
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Our memories
the Palazzo and memories
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Charms born from the heart and coming
to life in a fascinating game of lights and
reflections. The magic of the Palazzo is the
ideal setting for your most beautiful
memories.
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The civil cerimony
the Palazzo and your special occasions
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Ideas for a special ceremony: in the shade
of the willow, in the park or under the arch
of the great Tower. To celebrate your
wedding with your beloved.
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Events
the Palazzo and your special occasions
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The Palazzo is the ideal place for many
different occasions, from business
meetings to art workshops, from gala
dinners to parties or training meetings.
Different moments, designed to meet
every need.
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Special flavours
the Palazzo and your taste
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Food gives emotions.
Exclusive and selected caterings offer an
infinite variety of flavours and presentations. Special settings to enjoy every
suggestion.
Because social occasions keep people
together.
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Our offer

The events: Our mission:

Weddings Cerimonies Pool party Gala dinner Under the vineyard dinner Under the stars dinner Concerts & shows Art exhibitions Visit of the Palazzo and the atelier Meetings& conferences Corporate Academy Presentations Tasting Press conferences Photo shoot location Movie location -

the Palazzo and the area

any more ideas?
We wait for your suggestions !
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We welcome our guests, listening to
their needs and taking care of every
detail so that any dream can
become true.
By choice we never overlap events,
every moment is unique and
exclusive. Over the years we have
selected high-level suppliers and
professional staff to ensure the
utmost care and professionalism.
Some of our services:
- Customised settings & installations
- Customised catering
- Customised open bar
- Food truck e street food
- Photo & video shoot
- DJ and live music
- Cabaret and varied shows
- Hotel booking
- Customised light design
- Bike rental service
- Baby sitter & dog sitter
...and many more, all you wish on your
special day

Special ideas Stay
for your wedding: offers:

Ospitality:
Two inner halls each with 80 seats Orangerie with 300 seats Guest private parking Park, swimming pool and solarium Garden of the antique fruits Outdoor furniture Life path the BBQ and the ancient oven Loft & lodges WIFI coveragetons of surprises are waiting for you,
come and visit to discover them!

Cerimony under the willow Cerimony inside the Palazzo The Orangerie in nature The newlyweds loft Balcony for the bouquet toss The wedding cake among the water lilies Magic corners for your pictures Special place for the sugared almondsWedding favors or art gifts? Welcome party There is a tiny house in the woods One year after the wedding Your anniversary Do you have a special dream?
We will make your dream come true!

- The Palazzo and art
- Painting workshop in the Atelier
- Wellness in the park
- Relaxing by the swimming pool
- Dinners in the park
- BBQ under the vineyard
- One night in a tent
- Children have fun:
the tree house and the playground
- And more:
art and gastronomic
itineraries in the area
and much more...
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comacchio

the Palazzo and its area
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We are in the heart of a great land

ravenna

magnola

Riviera Ro

Bologna

How you get here:
highways
- A14 wayout Bologna S. Lazzaro or Castel S. Pietro Terme
- A13 wayout Bologna Interporto or Ferrara Sud
- Bologna Marconi Airport (km 39)
- Bologna central train station (km 35)
- Ferrara central train station (km 35)

Mare
Adriatico

Valli di
Comacchio

Parco Regionale
del Delta del Po

60´

To reach the Palazzo delle Biscie you
travel the plain through an area rich in
history and beauty.
We are located close to Bologna, Ferrara,
Ravenna, world-renowned heritage places.
We are also close to the great Delta, where
the Po river meets the sea, a natural park
overlooking the mysterious town of
Comacchio.
Widening our gaze we find Venezia and
the whole Adriatic sea.

The staff

ferrara

Molinella

Where you find us

Parco
Regionale
Veneto del
Delta del Po

Contacts

Who is doing everything for you?

WEB

Sergio, Milena, Fabrizio, Samanta, Alberto, Valentina Filippo, Alice,

www.palazzodellebiscie.it
info@palazzodellebiscie.it

Claudia, Ernesto, Aldo, Francesco.
Here we are, a close-knit team combining experience, enthusiasm

We can arrange transport to and from airport/train station

Palazzo delle Biscie

Palazzo delle Biscie
via Provinciale Superiore, 25
Molinella (BO)

Palazzo.delle.Biscie

ce . For this reason it is a great pleasure for us to read the beautiful

347 4604951

comments of our guests on our social medias.

and passion committed to every event with care and competen-

We hope to find yours too, see you soon!

Artworks
Sergio Frascari
Giorgio Cocchi
Achille Ghidini
Ouside decorations
Claudia Cocchi
Special thanks to:
Max Salani for the photo shoot
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